Abstract. Tug cable directly bears ship's towage force. It is necessary to study influence factors of tug cable's breaking force in narrow channel for towage safety. In the present paper, influence factors of tug cable's breaking force are analyzed by using dimension analysis method. The research results show that tug cable's breaking force is closely related with dynamic coefficient, Newton number, and Mach number. Half experience and half theory formula of tug cable's breaking force can be obtained by regression analysis experiment data.
Introduction
Ships need to overcome the forces of wind, wave and flow when ships are berthing or departing. With the development of large ship, the traditional way of self-reliance berth or unberth is not applicable. In order to ensure pier safety and ship safety, it is important to rely on tug for berth or unberth. For tug, its towing equipment is main important equipment, because it directly bears ship's force. It is necessary to study tugboat cable's towing breaking force. Many researches have been conducted on tugboat cable's towing breaking force in 1950s. Stranghangen [1] used linear theory analysis method to study tugboat cable's mechanical property, he regarded that the length of the tow cable and the position of the towing point could make the towing process stable. Inoue [2] [3] [4] also studied several towed ship's course stability criterions by using the same research method. Inoue obtained towing cable's disturbance equation and obtained the effects of towing cable's flexibility on ship's course stability by using Routh-Hurwitz discriminant equation. Yukawa [5] used empirical formula to calculate the change of towline tension in the course of ship's movement, he also used empirical formula of angle between towing cable and towed ship to calculate the change of capsized ship's course. Although there were many research results of tug towing, about tug cable's breaking force, little researches were found [3] [4] [5] [6] . The purpose of the present paper is to research influence factors of tug cable's breaking force by using dimension analysis method, so as to provide theoretical reference for safety towage.
Towage Arrangement
In order to analyze influence factors of tug cable's breaking force, the assumptions are adopted: the stern drag connection between tug and towed ship is used, that is to say, one end of tug cable is connected to tug's stern, and the another end of tug cable is connected to towed ship's bow. The above connection method can make use of tug's drag ability. For tug's convenience of course changing and turning around, tug cable's length is always 3-6.5 times of tug's length, and it's length is more than 60m. Ordinary nylon rope is often used as tug's drag cable. The clearance of tug and towed shipside is at least 5m, and the tug is kept not beyond towed ship's head post. Towage in narrow channel is a complex and arduous work. There are many factors that affect towage, such as complex sea condition, the changeable weather, bias current and its velocity, the situation of the navigation area and so on. These factors not only affect tug's state, but also affect towage cable's stress. Another, the size of tow cable also affects cable's breaking force. If the cable is too long or its diameter is too large, the cable weight will be too large; if the weight of cable is big, the cable and the bottom of the channel are prone to friction or scratching; if the cable is too short, cable is easy to surface and burst. So it is very important to reasonably arrange towage.
Dimension Analysis
The factors affected tug cable's breaking force include the followings: tug cable's lengh l (m)
3 ), displacement of towed ship G (N). Considering the above factors, tug cable's breaking force F can be expressed:
According to the principle of dimension analysis, dim can be considered as dimension property, dimensions of tug cable's breaking force and its impact factors can be expressed as: dimension of 
In equation (2) and equation (3), 1 π , 2 π , 3 π , 4 π , 5 π and π all are dimensionless numbers. According to π theorem, the following equation can be obtained:
Because every dimension must be consistent, basic quantity index x, y and z of every π project in equation (4) can be analyzed as the following:
According to equation (5) and equation (6), the followings can be obtained: (a) M: 0 = y 1 ; (b) L: 1 = x 1 -3y 1 + z 1 ; (c) T: 0 = -z 1 . From (a), (b) and (c), the followings can be derived:
From equatin (7), (8) and (9), the following results can be obtained: (d) M: 1 = y 2 ; (e) L: 2 = x 2 -3y 2 + z 2 ; (f) T: -3 = -z 2 . According to (d), (e) and (f), the followings can be obtained: 
Equation also can be expressed as:
Where C p is dynamic coefficient, N e is Newton number, M a is Mach number. Equation (14) illuminates that tug cable's breaking force is closely related with dynamic coefficient C p , Newton number N e , and Mach number M a . By using experiment, the related parameters in equation (14) can be measured, and half experience and half theory formula of tug cable's breaking force F can be got by means of regression analysis measured related parameters.
Conclusions
Tug cable's breaking force is closely related with the safety of towage. It is necessary to study influence factors of tug cable's breaking force in narrow channel. The dimensional analysis results show that tug cable's breaking force is closely related with dynamic coefficient, Newton number, and Mach number. Half experience and half theory formula of tug cable's breaking force can be obtained by regression analysis experiment data.
